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Introduction

It really amazes me how people only know people for when they want something, you don't let people
walk all over you or do what they want out of you because in the end you will be the one to look like
an ass.
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Chapter 1

What I have learn in My time of being on earth is that you can't leave people run you from where you
need to be or where you want to be cause at the end of the day whatever decision you make it falls on
you, Yes you are going to meet up on people that like you and you are going to Meet up on people that
don't like you for whatever There reason is but sometimes you truly just have to suck it up. Go for
what you want, Believe in yourself and just let God do the rest. It's hard for Young Girls to be their
self because others out there is making it so hard for them to be comfortable in their own skin. I was
one of those Girls once upon a time changing Myself for someone Else to like me and what I came to
realize is not what Makes that person happy is what makes me happy you don't like me for me too
Bad.
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Chapter 2

Don't ever dim your light because someone else is uncomfortable with the shine you?re bringing in.
People tend to look at other people short comings to make their self-feel worthy and to tell you the
truth that really is a sad Thing. Imperfection is Beauty, Madness is Genius and it's better to be
ridiculous than absolutely Boring. Someone one once said opinions are like assholes everybody has
one don't go changing yourself cause someone else is uncomfortable with the view be you the real you
the True you and the right people will come along. Life puts up a fight with all of us but we all can
make it in whatever ever dreams we see ourselves in.
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Chapter 3

To me it's all right to have tough skin but at some point something will hurt you eventually rather you
believe it or not. I Don't Believe in Cliques I Believe Everybody can be Friends. Some people feel that
if they behave mean and nasty towards people that is going to get them somewhere in life when really
and truly all it's just going to get you turn away. you are strong, you are Beautiful and you are Brave
and don't let anybody tell you different, if someone don't like you for you just tell them take it up with
God cause that's the one that made you and they are disliking his Beautiful creation. Don't worry about
what people think of you because in the end you are the one putting food on your table not them so
just tell them God Bless and keep it pushing. Don?t ever leave people make you feel like you have to
change who you are.
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